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BEE DEPARTMENT
C. G. Burlrn

Grxrmr
As in previous years members of the department have given

lectures and demonstratious at meetiDgs oi Scientific Sociities.
Beekeepers' Associations and other orgairizations, have served on
rrarious Committees, and have assisted with an Extension Course on" The Honeybee and some other Social lnsects and their Allies;l
which was organized by London Universitv.

C. G. Butler and C: R. Ribbands atte;ded the meetine of rhe
British Association in Belfast and read papers; a short filir made
by Mr. C. P. Abbott. in collaboration with C. G. Butler anrt I- B
Free, illustrating certain aspects of the behaviour of bees ai tbe
Iuve entrance. was allio shown

. D-r1ring the spring G Raw (nee Wykes) spent a few weeks at
the Bienenabteilung of the Liebefeld In;tituie,-Bern. demonstratine
the technique for. the quantitative analysis of nectar sugars b|
paper partition cfuomatqgraphy.

- hri"q the, past year the research work of the department has
been continued along the lines that have been outlined in previous
reports, aDd a good deal of atteution has been pa.id to tid'vins uD
some of the loose ends of previous work and in aitemptins io a"Doti,
the information thar has been obtained to specific- praciiicil
problems.

- -In the past experience has shown that, largely on account of a
lack of suffcient information regarding the insi phvsioloev and
behaviolr of the honeybee, it was not possible to aiteinpt t"o'solve
in a rational manner many of the problems with which seed srowers
and practical beekeepers are faced. Today we possess muih more
of this fundamental information and it ii inte;ded that a much
higher proportion than h.itherto of the time of members of the depart-
ment shall be devoted to the solution of oarticular oroblenis in
pollination and also in practical beekeeping. The.e .i. two wavs
in which many of the problems of practical beekeeoins can 6e
tackled. One is to make comparative tests on a verv lare"e scale of
difierent methods of management, the other is to stidv ihe funda-
meutal- natue of the aspects of behaviour concemed and then,
on the basis oI the information obtained, to devise or select suitable
practical methoG of management. It is necessarilv the second of
these methods which is employed in the Bee Depjrtment.

BEE BEE{.vrouR
Divisiott of Labour

_- C. R. Ribbands has published the results of his work on the
division of labour amongst the worker bees of a colonv fi321. Hc
reached the conclusion that age plays only a subsidiary ;6le'in de_
tertlrrung the occupation of eacb worker, and that the available
food supplies determine the proportion of the total population oi
its bees that is required for each task. This presuoposes extensive
food sharing amongst the bees of a colony iesuliiirg in its aaufi
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members fitting their occupations to suit the requirements of their
colonv at anv given time.

Tf,e exterit io which food sharing does in fact occur has been

investieated bv C. R. Ribbands in collaboration with H. L' Nixon
of the"Plant ?athology Department (l3l), a radio-active tracer
iecbnioue beine usedl- It was found that within 27 hours o[ a

sinele [ablespo;nful of sugar slmrp containirg a radio-active tracer
beiie carried bv six marled bees into the hive of a large colony,
halJihe bees of lhe colony had received a share of this small quantity
oI svruo. The conclusion was reached, therefore, that food sharing
takis oiace verv quicklv and thorougbly. lt is hoped that it may
be ooslible to c'arfu ou{ more detailed experiments on this subiect,
whi'ch clearlv has- an important bearing on the distribution of
certain toxiisubstances w-hich are sometimes collected by foraging
bees and on the distribution of drugs fed to colonies in attempts
to control disease, should more sensitive apparatus become available'

Recognition by bees oJ membets oJ thtir ovn colony

In 1926 Professor K. von Frisch and Dr. G. A- Rtisch showed
that when foragers from a colony find a dish of concentrated sugar
symp aod stai to feed upon it they expose their Nassanofi, or
ieni-producing organs, and that the scent thus produced serves

to attiact oth; for-aging bees to the source of food. Furthermore,
althoueh the scent produced is attractive to all bees it is more
attract'ive to other'members of the scent-producing bees' own
colonv than to bees from other colonies. Thus these workers
demonstrated that bees can distinguish between members of their
o$'n colonv and bees hom other colonies by scent. Dr. H' Kalrnus,
of Llnivercity College, London, and C. R. Ribbands have now
successftrlly iepeated and extended this work (130). They have
sboqn tbai bees are not attracted by the sight or sound of other
members of their colony, but rather by their scent. Each colony
Dossesses its own particular odour which is shared by all its members.
ihis colonv odour is not hereditary but is derived from the food
suoolv in rise bv the colony at any given time and shared by dl its
beii.' Slnce thl food supfty of eich colony difters in some degree

Irom those of other colonies, each colony in an apiary is likely to
oosses an odour which is sliehttv difiereDt from that of other colonies.
tlearlv such distinctive co'lony odours Play an important part in
enablins the members of a cblonl' to distinguish between friend
and foiand thus to defend their hive against intruding bees from
other colonies.

C. R. Ribbands and N. Speirs are now engaged ia reinvestigating
the activity of the olfactory sense of the honeybee and her ability
to discrimiirate between mixtures of scents. They have already been
able td show that the bee's abilities in these directions are treater
than the results of previous work have indicated.

C. R- Ribbands and N- Speirs have also carried out some experi-
ments on the reorientation of honeybees at the hive entrance:
marked bees of known ages were used. The bees reorientated
ouicklv and completely in fbese experiments, and age had no effect
ripon "their aaaitauility. Once again colony odour played an
important part in this reorientation.
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Soatming

J. Simpson has continued his study of the fundarnental processes
involved in Throughout the past season groups of
colonies were treated in three difierent ryays in attempts to induce
them to swarm: (l) Very large quantities oI sealed brood were given
resulting, temporarily, in a considerable increase in the proportion
of young bees in the colonies (2) All eggs and unsealed brood
were removed. (3) The bees were severely crowded by reduction
of the space within their hives. Some, but not all, of the colonies
in which the bees were severely crorvded made attempts to sryarm;
none of the colonies subjected to the other tj?qs of treatment
showed any inclination to do so. This variability in the behaviour
of the bees of the overcrowded colonies may, perhaps, be explailed
by genetical difierences, or, altematively, may indicate that although
overcrowding is a predisposing factor it is not the only condition
necessar]- to induce swarming. According to Gerstung's brood
food theory swarming results from the efiorts of the bees of a colony
in which there is an excess of bees of nursing age to find an outlet
for the surplus brood food they produce by rearing queens. How-
ever, the failure of the treatment in which the experimental colonies
were flooded with young bees-i.e. bees which normally produce
brood food-to cause swarming is strong evidence against the
correctness of this theory. No sign of any surplus brood {ood was
observed in these colonies. Furthermore in the case of those
colonies in which attempts were made to remove all eggs and
unsealed brood an occasional laryae was overlooked and such larvae
appeared to be receiving abnormally large amounts of brood food;
nevertheless none of these colonies made any attempt to swam.

Bumblebee behatiour

J. B. Free has continued his work on the behaviour of various
species of bumblebees in an attempt to determine their efrciency
as pollinating agents, particularly of red clover.

A comparison is also being made of the relative eficiency of
honeybees and various species of bumblebees in this connection.
If it be found that the bumblebee should be used in prefereuce
to the honeybee as a pollinating atent for red clover it wilt be
desirable that we should know much more than we do about the
foraging behaviour oI the various species and of the economy of
their colonies.

J. B. Free has commenced to study such aspects of bumblebee
behaviour as the size of the foraging areas of individuals; their
constancy to particular crops; the nature of the division of labour;
and the orientating abilities of foraging bumblebees when their nests
are moved to new sites; and has made some useful progress.

Should it prove to be desirable to attempt to increase the
number of bumblebees in particular areas for purposes of potlination,
this will have to be done either by providing suitable nesting sites,
etc., or by moving captive coloniei maintiined in nest-boies to
those areas. J. B- Free has obtained some degree of success in
experiments both with artificial nesting sites and in inducing over-
wintered queens to found colonies in captivity. However should
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it prove desirable to use bumblebees for the pollination of certain
crops, coosiderable work still requires to be done before it will be
known whether or not either of these methods are likely to prove
practicable in the field.

Neelar sectetion

G Raw has, with the help of E. Carlisle, continued her quantita-
tive investigations of the difierent sugars present in nectar. The
fructose/glucose ratio, which is known to influence the tendency
of honeys to granulate, was fouad to vary widely in tbe nectars of
the flowers of the twelve species examined. The results suggest
that the relative proportions of sucrose, glucose and fruiiose
normally tend to remain constant in the nectar of any given species,
but further work is required before any definite conclusion can be
reached.

M. Ryte has continued her work on the efiect of fertilizer treat-
ment on nectar secretion in red clover. G. Raw has taken the oppor-
tunitl' of using the plants in this experimeut to investitata the
possible influence of fertilizer treatments on the sugar composition
of the nectars produced.

Thanks to the kind co-operation oI the Director of East Malling
Research Station and his assistants, M. Ryle, with the help of E.
Carlisle, has been able to study the secretion of nectar by apple
trees under difierent fertilizer treatments. The results obtained
showed that extra potash significantly increased the mean quantity
of su5;ar produced per flower. They also suggested that phosphate
incre:rsed it, but that nitrate decreased it provided thaf adequate
potash rvas present. The highest mean leld was obtained from
trees receiving phosphate and the higher dose of potash but no
nitrate. It was one-and-three-quarter times the lowist mean yield
which was from trees receiving no phosphate and the lower dose of
potash (nitrate having no efiect). It is concluded that increase
of nectar yields of apple trees by means of fertilizer treatments and,
therefore almost certainly, an increase in their attractiveness to
nectar-seeking pollinating insects, is a practical possibility.

GENELqI- Rrseancs

Pollzn sulplemcnt trials
C. G. Butier, E. Carlisle and J. Simpson have completed in the

Rothamsted apiaries a series of tests of the value of pollen supple.
menl feeding towards increasing the amount of brood reared by
colonies of bees in the spring. These trials have been carried out
during the years 1949-52, the principat mixture fed consisting of
soya flour with dried brewer's yeast. The results, as shown in the
following table, indicate that the increase in the amount of brood
produced (the long-term effect of which has yet to be assesed)
varir:d considerably from year to year, It probably averaged at
least 100 per cent in 1951 but may have been negative in 1952.
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Mean area of sealed brood (sq. ins.) in colonies in pol,l,en sulflemant
tlials

Differetrce
required Ior
si8ni6caqce
(P:0'05)

24
24
84

Soya-yeast
dixture

Year CoDtrol

1949 atrd 1950 124 2Ol
l95l l,l5 312
1952 539 513

Eoney stomach cotdattls oJ folkn gathering bees

Observers of foragiug bees in the field have claimed to be able
to distinguish between bees gathering pollen and nectar and those
gathering pollen only by comparing the translucencies oI the spots
produced by absorbing on f,lter paper the contents of the bees'
honey stomachs as a rough measure of sugar concentration. It
was assumed that bees gathering pollen ouly would take out honey
{rom the h.ive and that this would have a higher concentration than
the nectar carried by bees gathering both pollen and nectar. -f.
Simpson and C. G. Butler have now shown that this procedure is
useless sirce the range of sugax concentrations (measured by
refractometer) found in the honey stomachs of bees working crops,
such as poppies, yielding only pollen is similar to that of trectar.
The alternative possibility that consistent differences in translucency
might result from the greater proportion of sucrose in nectar thatr
in honey was eliminated by a comparison of honey diluted to the
concentration of average nectar with a pure sucrose solution of the
same concentration.

Queer introductiott
The problem of introducing virgin or laying queens to colonies

o( bees has been recognized as an extremely important one. A-lthough
many methods are knorn, some of which often give satisfactory
results, we cannot hope to be able to introduce queens without loss
or damage until we can forecast the behaviour that will take place
when any given queen is introduced to the members of any given
colony, whatever the condition of the queen and colony may be,
as we shall not know how to set the stage in such a way that both
bees and queen will welcome one another.

A strange queen is no more than an intruder, welcome or other-
wise, when she is introduced to the bees oI a colony other than the
one in which she was reared. It wili obviously be an advantage,
therefore, if, before one b€ins to experiment with queens, one obtains
some information on the way in which the worker bees oI a colony
respond to intruding workers from other colonies. This latter
problem has been investigated by C. G. Butler and J. B. Free and
a paper prepared on the subject (128).

It was found that honeybees do not normally guard the entrance
of their hives and examine incoming bees of any kind unless their
colonies have been alerted in some way, such as by the preseoce of
numbers of strange bees. They are much more readily alerted
during a nectar dearth and tend to give up guard duties when nectar
is abundant. Should numben of strange bees attempt to enter
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the hive oI a really alert colony mass fighting sometimes ta.kes place

between the excited gua.ds ;f the colonies concerned and maly
be-:s are killed. Norially, however, such a high degree of excite-
ment does not occur and bnly robber bees which try to enter alert
colonies are attacked, unwitting intruders being exarnined and, on
being recognized as intruders by their strange body odours, mluled
and draeeed awav from the hive entrance but not stung. 5ucn
unwittin?" intrudeis often adopt a submissive attitude towards the
suard b&. rema.ining more or less passive *'hilst being examined
6r mauled. When the guard bee approaches the head of such a
submissive intruder the latter ofiers her a drop of food between her
ooen mandibles. Usually such offers of food are refirsed and after
dveral refusals the submissive bee extends her tongue and com-
mences to " strop " it with her forelegs. lt is believed that this-is
a " displacemeni activitv " released by the frustration of tbe
submissive intruder's urges to give food and to enter the hive'

Bees sufiering from a form of " bce paralysis " have also tteen
seen to be examioed and mauled by guards of their olvn colony,
oresumablv on account o[ some strange body odour resulting from
ilisrurbance of their metabolism. Such bees assume a submissive
attitude and are often dragged away from the hive entrance.

Even when suards are present a few intruders succeed in entering
the hive whereihey are suijected to further examination and maul-
ins. o{ten being dragged out of the hive. Those that succeed in
re;ainine withi; thelive for two or three hours appear to be adopted
bv the iolonv having, presumably, acquired the colony odour.
Such accepted bees have been seen twenty-four hours after first
entering the hive of a strange colony guarding its entrance aSainst
further intruders from their parent colony.

Undoubtedlv all the factors which influence colony alertness
olav an imoort-art oart in determining the ease or otherwise with
i"hich cotonies catt 6e united together. or strange queens introduced
to colonies. In preliminary work with queens C. G Butler has
found that queens will sometimes adopt a submissive attitude
towards zuard bees and even ofler tbem food just as submissive
workers d"o. It has also been found that when a queen is " balled ",
the bees {orming the " ball " around the queen will often sting one
another in their attempts to sting the queen. Furthermore, some
of the workers that have been " balling " the queen are them-
selves " balled " by other members of their colony when they le-ave

her. This suggesti that the scent o{ the queen is trans{erred to
the bodies of-iome of the workcrs " balling " her and serves to
excite the other bees to attack bees contaminated with the queen's
bodv odour. Experiment has shown that this theory is correct.
and-some evidence has also been obtained which suggests that the
bees of a colony recognize the presence of their otrl qu€en, although
thev mav be ih a remote part oI the hive, by her odour adhering
to ihe bodies of some of the workers that have recently been with
he.r. In this simple way, perhaps, all the bees of a colony are atrle
to detect the pr&nce o. ibsenie of their queen-; however, further
w,rrk will be done in order to establish this probability.
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Pollinalion oJ rd clooer

The acquisition of Iour plastic-screen cages has enable C. G.
Butler, E. Tyndale-Biscoe, J. B. Free and J. Simpson to begin
investigations on the relative efficiency o[ honeybees and " robbing "
and " non-robbing " species of bumblebees as pollinators of red
clover. A good deal of work has also been done in attempts to
.induce honeybees to work red clover flowers {or pollen or nectar,
and also to increase the amount of pollen colJected by colonies by
robbing the returning foragers of a high proportion of thcir poller
loads, a specially designed trapping-screen being used for this pur-
pose. Unfortunately no useful increase in foraging (pollinating)
activity has been obtained with any of the methods so far tried.

BEE DISEASES
N osema disease

L. Bailey has devoted a good deal of time to checking and extend-
ing the investigations of Dr. H. Katznelson and Dr. C. A. Jamieson
of Canada, upon the efiect of the new antibiotic " fumagillin " on
the infection of worker honeybees by Nosema apis.

He has {ound that this drug prevents the establishment of this
disease within the ventricular epithelium and also may cure the
heavily infected bee within a short space of time by suppression
oI the spread of inlection already present and the sloughing away
oI the diseased tissue by the natural generatioo of the epithelium.
The lowest efiectiye dose of the drug seern to be about I mgm. per
100 mls. of syrup fed freely.

Large-scale field experiments are now being carried out \..ith the
drug which appears to ofier high promise of providing an efrcient
treatment for this widespread and serious disease.

Very promising results have also been obtained ilr attempts to
eliminate this disease from colonies h the field by translerence of
bees to clean comb foundation.

European foul brood, ocorirre diseose, etc.

H- Finegan has continued the work on E.F.B. commenced by
Mrs- Scfueiner. In particular attempts are being made to cu.lture

Baci us fluton,
A number of Gram-positive organisms, very similar in appearance

to B- pluton have been isolated and have been tested Ior patho-
genicity on honeybee larvae reared artificially outside the hive.
This technique allows oI much better control than do similar trials
with larvae ia the hive.

J. Simpson, in collaboration with F. A. Skiuer of the Soil
Microbiology Department, has carried out further tests to determine
the practical value of a yeast-tke organism, Acaronyces laoiae,
wNch is apparently capable of destroying the parasitic mite,
Acarupis woodi, which is responsible for acarine disease in bees.
Mention has already been made in the section of this report dealing
with experiments on queen introduction of observations that havi
been made on the behaviour of the worker bees oI a colony towards
members of their colony sufiering from bee paralysis.
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BEE BREEDING

Work has been continued on tliis subject and, thanks to the
generosity of the Reverend Brother Adam of Buckfast Abbey, who
is collaborating with us in a study of the characteristics of the
honeybees of Europe and the Middle East, a unique collection of
bees from apiaries in these parts of the world has been built up
during the last two or thrce years. These are being carefuIly
examined and described and it is hoped to obtain a detailed picture
of the material available for use in attempts to improve our present
strains of bees.

f*
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